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CATEGORICAL CHERN CHARACTER AND BRAID GROUPS
ALEXEI OBLOMKOV AND LEV ROZANSKY
Abstract. To a braid β P Brn we associate a complex of sheaves Sβ on HilbnpC
2q
such that the previously defined triply graded link homology of the closure Lpβq is
isomorphic to the homology of Sβ . The construction of Sβ relies on the Chern func-
tor CH: MFstn Ñ D
per
C˚ˆC˚
pHilbnpC
2qq defined in the paper together with its adjoint
functor HC. The properties of these functors lead us to a conjecture that HC sends
Dper
C˚ˆC˚
pHilbnpC
2qq to the Drinfeld center of MFstn . Modulo an explicit parity conjec-
ture for CH, we prove a formula for the closure of sufficiently positive elements of the
Jucys-Murphy algebra previously conjectured by Gorsky, Negut and Rasmussen.
1. Introduction
In [1] we constructed a homomorphism Φ from the braid group Brn to the convolution
algebra of Tq,t “ C
˚
q ˆ C
˚
t -equivariant matrix factorizations:
(1.1) MFst “ MF
Tq,t
GLn
´`
gln ˆ C
n ˆ T˚Flˆ T˚Fl
˘st
,W
¯
, W “ µ1 ´ µ2,
where T˚Fl “ pnˆGLnq{B is the affine cotangent space to the flag variety, µ : T
˚FlÑ gl˚n is
the corresponding generalized moment map and p¨ ¨ ¨ qst denotes an open stability condition
defined later. This categorical representation of the braid group was used to construct a
triply-graded link invariant (homology):
HHHpβq “ HpExtpΦpβq,Φp1qq b Λ‚Bq,
where B is the tautological vector bundle and Hp. . . q is the hypercohomology. The q- and
t-gradings are weights of Tq,t, while the a-grading is the exterior power in Λ
‚B.
In this paper we construct a pair of functors which we call a Chern functor and a co-
Chern functor:
(1.2) MFst Dper
Tq,t
pHilbq
CHst
loc
HCst
loc
,
where Hilb is the Hilbert scheme of n points on C2, while Dper
Tq,t
pHilbq is the derived category
of two-periodic Tq,t-equivariant complexes on the Hilbert scheme. In a subsequent paper [2]
we will put these functors in context of a 2-category of a 3D TQFT (equivariant B-model).
Here we explore the properties of the functors and show that
‚ the functors CHfsloc and HC
fs
loc are adjoint,
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‚ the functor HCfsloc is monoidal,
‚ the image of HCfsloc commutes with the elements Φpβq, β P Brn.
Finally as a manifestation of the categorified Riemann-Roch formula, we obtain a new
interpretation for the triply-graded homology:
Theorem 1.0.1. For any β P Brn we have:
HHHpβq “ HompO,CHfslocpΦpβqq b Λ
‚Bq.
Moreover, for any k we have
CHfslocpΦpβ ¨ FT
kqq “ CHfslocpΦpβqq b detpBq
k
where FT is the full-twist braid.
The advantage of this new interpretation is that the Hilbert scheme is smooth, unlike the
flag Hilbert scheme which is a homological support of ExtpΦpβq,Φp1qq. So the complexes on
Hilb are more manageable than their flag counter-part. As an example, we apply the Chern
functor to the sufficiently positive Jusys-Murphy braids inBrn and use a combination of the
‘parity property’ of the resulting complexes of sheaves together with localization formula
in order to establish an explicit formula for their link homology.
Recall that the JM subgroup JMn Ă Brn is generated by elementary JM braids
δi “ σiσi`1 . . . σ
2
n´1 . . . σi`1σi,
and a JM braid can be presented as their product:
δ~a :“
nź
i“2
δaii , where ~a “ pa1, . . . , an´1q P Z
n´1.
Denote two special elements of Zn´1 as ~1 “ p1, . . . , 1q and ~ρ “ p1, 2, . . . , n´1q. We propose
the following geometric parity conjecture which we plan to revisit in the later paper:
Conjecture 1.0.2. For any ~b P Zn´1 there is an integers K such that for any k ą K, if
~a “ ~b `m~ρ, then CHfslocpCH
fs
locpδ
~aqq is a sheaf (not just a two-periodic complex) supported
in the even homological degree.
Modulo this conjecture we have
Theorem* 1.0.3. For any ~b P Zn´1 there are integers K,M such that for any k ą K,m ą
M , if ~a “ ~b`k~1`m~ρ, then pq, t, aq-character of the homology of δ~a is given by the formula
dima,Q,T HHHpδ
~aq “
ÿ
T
ź
i
zbii p1` az
´1
i q
1´ z´1
ź
1ďiăjďn
ζp
zi
zj
q,
where
ζpxq “
p1´ xqp1´QTxq
p1´Qxqp1´ Txq
, Q “ q2, T “ t2{q2,
while T is the set of all standard Young tableaux, we denote zi “ Q
a1piqT l
1piq and a1piq, l1piq
are co-arm and co-leg of the i-labeled square in the standard tableau.
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Altogether we construct the Chern and co-Chern functors for three braid related cate-
gories of matrix factorizations: the unframed, the unstable framed and the stable framed
category (1.1). We showed in [3] that the first two categories provide representations of
the affine braid group, while the third one provides a representation of the ordinary braid
group.
In section 2 we recall the basic theory of matrix factorizations and define our ‘unframed’
categoriy together with its Chern and co-Chern functors HC and CH, proving their prop-
erties. In section 3 we introduce the framed and stable versions of our category and its
Chern and co-Chern functors. In this section we also discuss the linear Koszul duality
relating the category of matrix factorizations to the category of coherent sheaves and we
show that we can combine the linear Koszul duality functor with the (co-) Chern functor
to obtain the functor (1.2). In the section 4 we prove theorem 1.0.1.
In section 5 we use Chern functor theory to prove theorem 1.0.3. Finally, section 6 we
consider a version of the Chern functor to the category of coherent sheaves on the space
which is ‘between the flag Hilbert scheme and the ordinary Hilbert scheme’. We expect
that this functor could be related to the results of Bezrukavnikov [4]. We also discuss a
conjectural description of the Drinfeld centers of our main monoidal categories.
Acknowledgments We would like to thank Dmitry Arinkin, Eugene Gorsky, Ivan Lo-
sev, Roman Bezrukavnikov and Andrei Negut¸ for useful discussions. The work of A.O.
was supported in part by the NSF CAREER grant DMS-1352398, NSF FRG grant DMS-
1760373 and Simons Fellowship. The work of L.R. was supported in part by the NSF grant
DMS-1108727.
2. Chern character
2.1. General facts about equivariant matrix factorizations. In this section we recall
conventions of matrix factorization theory also define the unframed version of our main
category. For an algebraic variety X and a polynomial F P CrXs Orlov [5] defines a
DG category MFpX,F q whose objects are ‘curved’ homologically Z2-graded finite rank
differential modules
(2.1) pM,Dq “
`
M0 M1
D01
D10
˘
‘Curved’ means that the square of the total differential D “ D01`D10 is equal to F : D
2 “
F1M . The morphisms HomMFpM1,M2q between two matrix factorizations are defined
as homomorphisms HomCrXspM1,M2q equipped with the differential d “ rD, ¨s, where
D “ D1 `D2. Note that d
2 “ 0.
If F has a presentation F “ f1g1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fmgm, fi, gi P CrXs, then one defines a Koszul
matrix factorization »
——–
f1 g1
f2 g2
...
...
fm gm
fi
ffiffifl “ mâ
i“1
pCrXs CrXsq
fi
gi
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Equivalently, the Koszul matrix factorization can be presented with the help of odd
variables θ1, . . . , θm: its module is M “ CrXs b Crθ1, . . . , θms, while its differential is
D “
řm
i“1 fiθi ` gi
B
Bθi
. If f1, . . . , fm form a regular sequence, then the Koszul matrix fac-
torization is independent of the choice of g1, . . . , gm up to an isomorphism, so we use an
abbreviated notation KF pf1, . . . , fmq P MFpX,F q.
If an algebraic group G acts on X and F P CrXsG, then we define a category of G-
equivariant matrix factorizations MFGpX,F q, see [1] for details. If G is not reductive, then
the definition of the equivariant matrhix factorization includes the Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex CEg, g “ LiepGq. is included in the definition of the equivariant matrix factoriza-
tion, see sections 2 and 3 of [1] for details.
We define DperG pXq as a derived category of two-periodic G-equivariant complexes of
CrXs-modules. For a matrix factorization F “ pM,Dq P MFGpZ, F q of (2.1) we define
a conjugate matrix factorization F˚ P MFGpX,´F q by inverting the sign of the com-
ponent D01 of the differential: F
˚ “
`
M0 M1
´D01
D10
˘
. Since the potentials of matrix
factorizations add under a tensor product, we define:
ExtpG,Fq :“ CEgpG b F
˚q P DperpXGq,
where XG “ SpecpCrXsGq.
For two G-varieties X, Y with G-invariant potentials F,H and an equivariant map
f : X Ñ Y such that f˚pHq “ F , there is an obvious pull-back functor f˚ : MFGpY,Hq Ñ
MFGpX,F q. Moreover, if f is a smooth projection or a regular embedding then there is
a well-defined push-forward functor f˚ : MFGpX,F q Ñ MFGpY,Gq which is adjoint to f˚,
see [1]. The pull-back and push-forward functors satisfy the base relations for commuting
squares of maps.
Proposition 2.1.1. Suppose X, Y, F,H, f are as above, and f is either a smooth projection
or a regular embedding. Then for any F P MFGpX,F q, G P MFGpY,Hq there is a relation
f˚ExtpF , f˚pGqq “ Extpf
˚F ,Gq.
Proof. If f is a smooth projection, the statement is immediate. Suppose that f is a regular
embedding and the image is defined by the ideal with generators g1, . . . , gm which form a
regular sequence. To simplify notations in our proof, we assume m “ 1. The construction
of the push-forward [1] produces a matrix factorization f˚pGqbF
˚ which is a two-periodic
curved complex
(2.2) . . . ÝÑM1 b F
˚ g1ÝÑM0 b F
˚ D
1
ÝÑM1 b F
˚ g1ÝÑM b F˚
g1ÝÑ . . .
where Mi are curved complexes such M0 ‘M1 modulo ideal pg1q is equal to G. Hence in
complex (2.2) we can contract the even arrows. Since g1 is a non-divisor of zero, only even
terms of the complex (2.2) survive after the contraction, thus the correction differentials as
in lemma 9.3 [1] vanish, and we obtain the complex G b f˚pFq after the contraction. 
Denote G “ GLn, B Ă G being its Borel subgroup (of upper-triangular matrices). Recall
that the flag variety Fl is a quotient: Fl “ G{B and similarly its cotangent bundle T˚Fl
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is a quotient: T˚Fl “ pG ˆ nq{B, where n Ă g is the nilpotent radical (of strictly upper-
triangular matrices) in g “ gln. The moment map T
˚Fl Ñ g corresponding to the action
of G has an explicit form µpg, Y q “ AdgY , where pg, Y q P Gˆ n.
2.2. Monoidal category and Drinfeld center as categories of matrix factoriza-
tions. The main (unframed) monoidal category in [1] is the category of equivariant matrix
factorizations
(2.3) MF “ MF
Tq,t
G pgˆ T
˚Flˆ T˚Fl, µ1 ´ µ2q “ MF
Tq,t
GˆB2pX ,W q,
where
X :“ gˆ pGˆ nq ˆ pG ˆ nq, W pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2q “ TrpXpAdg1Y1 ´ Adg2Y2qq
and the action of an element ph, b1, b2q P GˆB
2 on X is
ph; b1, b2q ¨ pX ; g1, Y1; g2, Y2q “ pAdhX ; hg1b
´1
1 ,Adb1Y1; hg2b
´1
2 ,Adb2Y2q.
For the precise definition of B-equivariant matrix factorizations see [1].
The (candidate) Drinfeld center category is also a category of equivariant matrix factor-
izations:
MFDr :“ MFGpC ,WDrq, C “ gˆG ˆ g, WDrpZ, g,Xq “ TrpXpZ ´ AdgZqq,
the group G acting on components of C by conjugation.
2.3. Construction of the Chern functor: motivation. The discussion in this section
meant to provide a geometric intuition behind our construction and the technical details
are postponed till the next subsection. The Chern character functor CH: MF Ñ MFDr is
the Fourier-Mukai transform going through the category of pG ˆ B∆q-equivariant matrix
factorizations MF
Tq,t
GˆB∆
pX∆;W∆q, where
X∆ “ gˆ pGˆ n∆q ˆG, W∆pX ; g, Y ; hq “ TrpXpAdghY ´ AdgY qq,
n∆ “ n is (identified with) the diagonal in the factor n ˆ n of the space X , the group
B∆ “ B is (identified with) the diagonal in B
2 acting on that space and the action of
GˆB∆ on X∆ is
ph, bq ¨ pX ; g1, Y ; gq “ pAdhX ; hg1b
´1,AdbY ; Adhgq
We define two equivariant maps
X∆
X C
fˆDr πˆDr
explicitly as
(2.4) fˆpX ; g, Y ; hq “ pX ; gh, Y ; h, Y q, πˆDrpX ; g, Y ; hq “ pX, g,AdhY q.
Both maps fˆ∆ and πˆDr have a clear geometric meaning. The map fˆ∆ identifies X∆
with a subvariety of X corresponding to the diagonal n∆ Ă n ˆ n, which is invariant
with respect to the action of the diagonal subgroup B∆ Ă B
2. As for πˆDr, note that
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X∆{B∆ “ g ˆ T
˚Fl ˆ G and the B∆-equivariant map πˆDr descends on the quotient to
g ˆ T˚Fl ˆ G Ñ g ˆ g ˆ G acting as the Springer resolution (composed with the natural
embedding n ãÑ g) on the second factor.
Now the Chern functor and its adjoint co-Chern functor are compositions of a pull-back
and a push-forward:
CH “ πˆDr˚ ˝ fˆ
˚
∆, HC “ fˆ∆˚ ˝ πˆ
˚
Dr.
From the computational perspective it is convenient to split πDr into a composition of
two maps
X∆ ZCH Cι
πˆDr
πDr
where ZCH “ gˆGˆ gˆGˆ b and the embedding ι is generated by the natural inclusion
n∆ ãÑ b combined with the adjoint action ιpX, g, Y, hq “ pAdhY, g,X, h, Y q. The map πDr
is a projection on the first three factors.
Let us also point out that a formula for co-Chern functor in this section requires many
clarifications and correction: it is not immediately clear what is the adjoint functor to the
restriction of B2-equivariant structure to the B∆-equivariant structure. We spell out the
omitted technical in the next subsection.
2.4. The Chern functor: details. As we explained in the previous subsection, we need
two auxiliary spaces in order to define the Chern functor:
Z
0
CH “ g ˆGˆ gˆGˆ n, ZCH “ gˆGˆ g ˆG ˆ b
The action of GˆB on these spaces is
pk, bq ¨ pZ, g,X, h, Y q “ pAdkpZq,Adkpgq,AdkpXq, khb,Adb´1pY qq
and the invariant potential is
WCHpZ, g,X, h, Y q “ TrpXpAdghpY q ´ AdhpY qqq.
The spaces C and X are endowed with the standard G ˆ B2-equivariant structure, the
action of B2 on C is trivial. The following maps
πDr : ZCH Ñ C , f∆ : Z
0
CH Ñ X j
0 : Z 0CH Ñ ZCH.
πDrpZ, g,X, h, Y q “ pZ, g,Xq, f∆pZ, g,X, h, Y q “ pX, gh, Y, h, Y q
are fully equivariant if we restrict the B2-equivariant structure on X to the B-equivariant
structure via the diagonal embedding ∆ : B Ñ B2. Note that j0 is the inclusion map.
The kernel of the Fourier-Mukai transform is the Koszul matrix factorization
KCH :“ rX ´ Adg´1X,AdhY ´ Zs P MFpZCH, π
˚
DrpWDrq ´ f
˚
∆pW qq.
and we define the Chern functor:
(2.5) CHpCq :“ πDr˚pCEnpKCH b pj
0
˚ ˝ f
˚
∆pCqqq
T q.
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We also define the co-Chern functor HC as the adjoint functor that goes in the opposite
direction: HC: MFDr Ñ MF. Thus, the functor HC is the composition of adjoints of all
the functors that appear in the formula (2.5).
The product ZCH ˆB has a B ˆB-equivariant structure: for pp, gq P ZCHˆ we define
ph1, h2q ¨ pp, gq “ ph1 ¨ p, h1gh
´1
2 q
Then the following map is B2-equivariant:
f˜∆ : Z
0
CH ˆB Ñ X ˆB,
f˜∆pZ, g,X, h, Y, bq “ pX, gh, Y, hb,AdbY, bq.
The map f˜∆ is a composition of the projection along the first factor of ZCH and the
embedding inside X ˆB. The embedding is defined by the formula
AdbY1 “ Y2,
so it is a regular embedding. Thus since
j0˚pKCH b π˜
˚
DrpDqq P MFGˆB2pZCH ˆB, f˜
˚
∆pW qq,
where π˜Dr : ZHCˆB Ñ C is a natural extension of map πDr by the projection along B, we
have a well-defined matrix factorization f˜∆˚˝j
0˚pKCHbπ
˚
DrpDqq P MFGˆB2pX ˆB, π
˚
BpW qq,
where πB is the projection along the last factor. Now we can define:
(2.6) HCpDq :“ πB˚pf˜∆˚ ˝ j
0˚pKCH b π
˚
DrpDqqq.
Proposition 2.4.1. The functors HC and CH are adjoint, that is, for any C P MF and
D P MFDr we have an isomorphism of doubly-graded two-periodic complexes of Crgs
G-
modules:
ExtpD,CHpCqq “ ExtpHCpDq, Cq, ExtpCHpCq,Dq “ ExtpC,HCpDqq.
Proof. We have to compare two objects of DperG pgq:
D b πDr˚pCEnpK
˚
HC b j
0
˚ ˝ f
˚
∆pC
˚qqT q and CEn2pπB˚ ˝ f˜∆˚ ˝ j
0˚pKHC b π˜
˚
DrpDqq b C
˚qT
2
.
We simplify the second expression. Observe that the Chevalley-Eilenberg functor commutes
with the push-forward. Since the first factor of B in B2 acts freely on ZCHˆB, the functor
CEn2p. . . q
T 2 is equivalent to the composition of the restriction to the unity inside B and
the functor CEnp. . . q
T with respect to the diagonal action of B. In other words:
CEn2pKHC b π˜
˚
DrpDqq
T 2 “ CEnpKCH b π
˚
DrpDqq
T .
When restricted to the unit inside B, the map f˜∆ becomes f∆, so now we have to compare
D b πDr˚pCEnpK
˚
HC b j
0
˚ ˝ f
˚
∆pC
˚qqT q and f∆˚pCEnpKHC b j
0˚ ˝ π˚DrpDqq b C
˚qT q.
The pull-back functors are adjoint to the corresponding push-forward functors, hence the
statement follows.

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2.5. Properties. Recall that the category MF has a convolution algebra structure defined
with the auxiliary convolution space
Xcnv :“ gˆ pGˆ nq ˆ pGˆ nq ˆ pGˆ nq.
This space has a unique B3-equivariant structure such that the projection maps
πijpX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, g3, Y3q “ pX, gi, Yi, gj, Yjq,
commute with the action of each B. The convolution is defined in the usual way as a
push-forward of the tensor product of two pull-backs, the push-forward includes taking
derived invariants with respect to the action of the middle Borel subgroup B:
(2.7) F ‹ G :“ π13˚pCEnp2qpπ
˚
12pFq b π
˚
23pGqq
T p2qq.
The convolution provides a monoidal structure on MF, hence there is a well-defined
Drinfeld center ZpMFq of this category. We expect that the functor HC could be enhanced
to the functor HC: MFDr Ñ ZpMFq. In this paper we prove a weaker statement which is
just about the convolution algebra structure, see proposition 2.5.2.
The Koszul matrix factorization
O :“ rg ´ 1, rX,Zss P MFDr
is a unit (see proposition 2.5.4) in the natural convolution algebra MFDr, ‹ with the con-
volution defined by:
(2.8) F ‹ G :“ π3˚pπ
˚
1 pFq b π
˚
2 pGqq
where the maps πi are the maps g
2 ˆG2 Ñ C are
π1pZ,X, g1, g2q “ pZ,X, g1q, π2pZ,X, g1, g2q “ pAdg1Z,X, g2q,
π3pX, Y, g1, g2q “ pZ,X, g1g2q.
Moreover, the functor HC respects the convolution product.
Proposition 2.5.1. The functor HC is monoidal.
Consider the embedding of the nilpotent cone j0 : N Ñ g. Define
MF0Dr :“ MFGˆB2pC
0,WDrq, C
0 “ gˆGˆN
By restricting the maps πi in (2.8) to the nilpotent locus we obtain a definition of the
convolution structure on the category MF0Dr such that the pull-back functor:
j0˚ : MFDr Ñ MF
0
Dr
is a homomorphism of convolution algebras. Define an analog of the functor HC for the
nilpotent version of our category:
HC0 : MF0Dr Ñ MF, HC
0pDq :“ πB˚pf˜∆˚pKCH b π
˚
DrpDqqq.
Since the maps j0 and πDr commute, the previous functor is the composition of the new
one with the pull-back:
HC “ HC0 ˝ j0.
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Proof of proposition 2.5.1. By the previous remark, it is enough to show that the functor
HC0 is monoidal. Our proof relies on the base change along the rectangle of maps:
X Xconv X ˆX
Z 0 ˆB Y Z 0 ˆZ 0 ˆB
C 0 ˆB C 0cnv ˆGˆB C
0 ˆ C 0
π13
icnv
f˜∆˝πB
πDrˆ1
iˆcnv
fˆ
πY
f∆ˆf˜∆˝πB
πDrˆπDrˆπB
π3ˆπG
jcnv
iC
where
Y “ g3 ˆG3 ˆ nˆB
and the dotted maps will be explained below. First of all, we explain why pushing along
the solid arrows results in HC0pD1q ‹ HC0pD2q. Indeed, expand the expression for the
convolution:
π13˚pCEnp2qpi
˚
cnvpf˜∆˚ ˝ πB˚pKb π
˚
DrpD
1qq b f˜∆˚ ˝ πB˚pKb π
˚
DrpD
2qqqqT
p2q
q,
where icnv : Xcnv Ñ X ˆX is the natural inclusion:
icnvpX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, g3, Y3q “ pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2q ˆ pX, g2, Y2, g3, Y3q.
Next we notice that np2q and T p2q act freely on Z 0 ˆ B ˆZ 0 ˆ B and since this space is
a domain for K b π˚DrpD
1q b K b π˚DrpD
2q, we replace the functor CEnp2qp. . . q
T p2q with the
restriction functor p. . . qb1“1 where b
1 is an element of the first copy of B in Z 0ˆBˆZ 0ˆB.
Thus
HC0pD1q ‹ HC0pD2q “ π13˚pi
˚
cnvpf˜∆˚pKb π
˚
DrpD
1qq b f˜∆˚ ˝ πB˚pKb π
˚
DrpD
2qqqqq.
Define the maps iˆcnv and fˆ :
iˆcnvpZ1, Z2, X, g1, g2, g3, Y, bq “ pZ1, g1g
´1
2 , X, g2, Y, Z2, g2bg
´1
3 , X, g3b
´1, Y q,
fˆpZ1, Z2, X, g1, g2, g3, Y, bq “ pX, g1, Y, g2, Y, g3,AdbY q.
Thus using the base change in the upper left corner of the diagram we obtain
HC0pD1q ‹ HC0pD2q “ π13˚ ˝ fˆ˚ ˝ iˆ
˚
cnvpK1 b K2 b π
˚
Dr ˆ π
˚
Dr ˆ π
˚
BpD
1
b D2qq,
where Ki is the pull-back of the kernel K along the projection on the i-th copy of Z
0 in
the product Z 0 ˆZ 0 ˆB.
Next define the maps iC and jcnv:
iCpZ,X, g
1, g2, Y, b, hq “ pZ,Adg1g2Z,X, g
1h, h, pg2q´1hb, Y, bq,
jcnvpZ,X, g
1, g2, Y, b, hq “ pX,Z, g1, X,Adg1g2Z, g
2q.
Now because of the explicit formula for the Koszul matrix factorization K2 and the con-
struction of the push-forward [1] we conclude that
iˆ˚cnvpK1 b K2 b π
˚
Dr ˆ π
˚
Dr ˆ π
˚
BpD
1
b D2qq “ iC˚pKb j
˚
cnvpD
1
b D2qq,
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where K “ i˚CpK2q. There is a unique map πY that makes our diagram commute. The
commutativity of the diagram implies the formula
HC0pD1q ‹ HC0pD2q “ f˜∆˚ ˝ πB˚ ˝ πY ˚ ˝ iC˚pKb j
˚pD1 b D2qq.
Applying the base change to the lower-left corner in order to obtain another formula
HCpD1q ‹ HCpD2q “ f∆˚ ˝ πB˚pKb π
˚
Dr ˆ 1 ˝ π3˚ ˆ πG˚ ˝ j
˚
cnvpD
1
b D2qq,
where K is KHC. To complete proof we observe that
π3˚ ˆ πG˚ ˝ j
˚
cnvpD
1
b D2q “ π˚BpD
1 ‹D2q.

Proposition 2.5.2. For any D P MFDr and a pair of Koszul matrix factorizations C
`, C´ P
MF such that C` ‹ C´ „ 1, there is a homotopy equivalence:
(2.9) C` ‹ HCpDq ‹ C´ „ HCpDq.
Proof. The space Xˆ “ gˆpGˆnq4ˆB has natural B4-equariant projections πˆij : Xˆ Ñ X
as well as an embedding f˜∆ : Z ˆ pGˆ nq
2 ˆB defined as
f˜∆pZ, g,X, h, Y, g1, Y1, g4, Y4, bq “ pX, g1, Y1, gh, Y, hb,AdbY, g4, Y4, bq.
The double product in the statement is equal to πˆ14˚pCEnp2qˆnp3qpC
1qT
p2qˆT p3qq where C1 is
the complex on Xˆ :
C1 :“ πˆ˚12pC
`q b πˆ˚34pC
´q b f˜∆˚
`
j0˚ ˝ π˚DrpDq bKCH
˘
.
Since the push-forward f˜∆˚ is adjoint to the pull-back f˜
˚
∆ with respect to the pairing
CEnp2qˆnp3qp¨ b ¨q
T p2qˆT p3q, the l.h.s. of (2.9) has an expression
(2.10) C` ‹HCpDq ‹ C´ “ π14˚pCEnp2qˆnp3qpC
2qT
p2qˆT p3qq,
where C2 is the matrix factorization on Z 0 ˆ pGˆ nq2 ˆB:
C2 :“ π˚1‚pC
`q b π˚‚4pC
´q b j0˚ ˝ π˚DrpDq bKCH,
and the maps in the last formula are:
π1‚pZ, g,X, h, Y‚, g1, Y1, g4, Y4, bq “ pX, g1, Y1, gh, Y‚q,
π‚4pZ, g,X, h, Y‚, g1, Y1, g4, Y4, bq “ pX, hb,AdbY‚, g4, Y4q,
π14pZ, g,X, h, Y‚, g1, Y1, g4, Y4, bq “ pX, g1, Y1, g4, Y4q.
These maps satisfy relations: f˜∆ ˝ πˆ14 “ π14, f˜∆ ˝ πˆ12 “ π1‚, f˜∆ ˝ πˆ34 “ π‚4.
Just as in the proof of proposition 2.4.1 we observe that the left B-action on B is free,
hence the functor CEnp2qˆnp3qp. . . q
T p2qˆT p3q is equivalent to the composition of the restriction
to the unity in B and CEnp. . . q
T with respect to the diagonal action of B. In other
words, (2.10) is equal to π14˚pCEnpC
2|b“1q
T q, here and everywhere below we use the same
notations πab for the restriction of maps πab on the sub locus b “ 1.
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Since KCH “ rX ´AdgX,AdhY ´ Zs, we can use row transformations of Koszul matrix
factorizations in order to replace X with AdgX in π
˚
1‚pC
`q. Now we combine this com-
putation with the fact that the matrix factorization π˚1‚pC
`q is strongly G-equivariant, to
establish the isomorphism
C2|b“1 – C
3 :“ π1˚1‚pC
`q b π˚‚4pC
´q b j0˚ ˝ π˚DrpDq bK
1
CH,
where K1CH “ rX ´ AdgX, ˚s and the map π
1
1‚ is
π11‚pZ, g,X, h, Y‚, g1, Y1, g4, Y4, bq “ pX, g
´1g1, Y1, h, Y‚q.
To compute ˚ in K1CH, observe that this matrix factorization has the potential:
TrpXpAdg´1gY1 ´ AdhY‚qq ` TrpXpAdhY‚ ´ Adg4Y4qq ` TrpXpZ ´ AdgZqq
´ TrpXpAdg1Y1 ´ Adg4Y4qq “ TrppAdgX ´XqpAdg1Y1 ´ Zqq
Thus we conclude that ˚ “ Adg1Y1 ´ Z and in C
3 only the first two factors depend on the
variable h, Y‚ and have a non-trivial B-action. Let π be the projection along the coordinates
h, Y‚. Since π˚pCEnpπ
1˚
1‚pC
`q b π˚‚4pC
´qqT q “ C` ‹ C´ „ C‖ we have the homotopy between
the convolution in (2.9) and π˜14˚pC˜q, where C˜ is the matrix factorization on the space
gˆGˆX :
C˜ :“ C‖ b j
0˚ ˝ π˚DrpDq bK
1
CH,
and π˜14 is determined by π14 “ π˜14 ˝ π. Finally, recall that C‖ “ j‖˚pOq, where j‖ :
gˆGˆX pBq Ñ g ˆGˆX , X pBq “ g ˆB ˆGˆ n is defined by
j‖pZ, g,X, b, k, Y q “ pZ, g,X, k, Y, kb,AdbY q.
Hence the convolution in (2.9) is equal to πB˚pj‖˚pj
0˚ ˝ π˚DrpDq b j
˚
‖ pK
1
CHqqq, where πB is
the projection along B. By identifying gˆGˆX pBq with Z 0HCˆB we match j‖ with f˜∆.
Since j˚‖ pK
1
CHq “ KCH the statement follows. 
In [3] we constructed an algebra homomorphism from the affine braid group Φaff : Braff Ñ
MF. Under this homomorphism the generators of the group become Koszul matrix factor-
izations, thus the previous proposition implies
Corollary 2.5.3. For any β P Braff and D P MFDr we have:
Φaffpβq ‹ HCpDq „ HCpDq ‹ Φaffpβq.
The proof of theorem 1.0.1 requires a computation of the co-Chern of the matrix factor-
ization O.
Proposition 2.5.4. The element O P MFDr is the convolution unit and
HCpOq “ C‖.
Proof. Recall that C‖ “ j‖˚pOq, where j‖ : X pBq :“ gˆB ˆGˆ nÑ X is defined by
j‖pX, b, h, Y q “ pX, h, Y, hb,AdbY q.
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There is a unique B2-equivariant structure on the space X pBq that makes the map j‖
equivariant. On the other hand, X pBq embeds naturally into ZHC ˆB:
(2.11) iCH : X pBq Ñ ZCH ˆB, iCHpX, b, h, Y q “ pAdhY, 1, X, h, Y, bq.
Moreover, f˜∆ ˝ iCH “ j‖ and the subvariety iCHpX pBqq is defined by equations
(2.12) Z “ AdhY, g “ 1.
To complete the proof, observe that the Koszul matrix factorization π˚DrpOq b KCH is
the Koszul matrix for the ideal with the generators (2.12). The equations in (2.12) form
a regular sequence, hence by lemma 3.6 in [1] such Koszul matrix factorization is unique
and it coincides with the push-forward iCH˚pOq by definition.

3. Coherent sheaves and Drinfeld center
3.1. Framed and stable matrix factorizations. In this section we introduce the framed
and stable enhancements of the matrix factorizations from MF and MFDr:
MFst, MFfr, MFfs, MFstDr, MF
fr
Dr, MF
fs
Dr.
The category MFst appeared in [1], its convolution structure was used to represent the
braid group Brn and thus construct the link homology. We recall this construction in the
next section. The categories MFfr‚ ‘lie between’ the categories MF
st
‚ and MF
fs
‚ .
Both categories MFstDr and MF
fs
Dr are related to the dg category D
perpHilbnpC
2qq by the
localization functor defined later:
locst : DperpHilbnpC
2qq Ñ MFstDr, loc
fs : DperpHilbnpC
2qq Ñ MFfsDr.
Moreover, we show that the functor locfs is an isomorphism. Thus we have a well-defined
functor
CHfsloc :“
`
locfs
˘´1
˝ CHfs.
Define framed versions of the spaces X and C
X
fr :“ X ˆ V ˚ ˆ V ˆ V, C fr :“ C ˆ V ˆ V ˚,
and their potentials
W frpX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, w, v1, v2q :“ W pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2q ` Trpwpg1v1 ´ g2v2qq,
W frDrpX, g, Z, v, wq “ WDrpX, g, Zq ` Trpwpv ´ gvqq.
There are natural functors ifr‚ : MF‚ Ñ MF
fr
‚ defined as
ifr‚ pFq :“ π
˚pFq bKfr‚ ,
where π is a natural projection of a framed spaces into the unframed one, while the Koszul
matrix factorizations are
Kfr :“ rw, g1v1 ´ g2v2s, K
fr
Dr :“ rw, v ´ gvs.
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The framed categories have a natural convolution algebra structure similar to the un-
framed case. The convolution spaces are
X
fr
cnv :“ Xcnv ˆ V ˆ V
˚ ˆ V ˚ ˆ V ˚, Ccnv :“ Ccnv ˆ V ˆ V
˚
and the extended maps are
πijpX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, g3, Y3, v, w1, w2, w3q “ pX, gi, Yi, gj, Yj, v, wi, wjq,
π1pZ,X, g1, g2, v, wq “ pZ,X, g1, v, wq, π2pZ,X, g1, g2, v, wq “ pZ,Adg1X, g1v, wq,
π3pZ,X, g1, g2, v, wq “ pZ,X, g1g2, v, wq.
The convolution product is defined by the formulas (2.7) and (2.8) and it is easy to check
the following:
Proposition 3.1.1. The functors ifr‚ are homomorphisms of the convolution algebras.
The framed categories are connected by the framed versions of the functors HC and CH.
The framed version of the space ZCH and maps πDr, f∆ are defined as
Z
fr
CH :“ ZCH ˆ V ˆ V
˚, πDr : Z
fr
CH Ñ C
fr, f∆ : Z
fr
CH Ñ X
fr
πDrpZ, g,X, h, Y, v, wq “ pZ, g,X, hv, wq, f∆pZ, g,X, h, Y, v, wq “ pX, h, Y, gh, Y, v, v, wq.
We define the framed version of the Chern character functor CHfr by the formula (2.5).
The framed version HCfr is defined by (2.6), where this time
f˜∆ : Z
fr
CH ˆB Ñ X
fr ˆB, f˜∆pZ, g,X, h, Y, v, bq “ pX, gh, Y, hb,AdbY, v, v, w, bq.
The stable versions of the categories are defined on the stable pieces of the corresponding
varieties. In particular, we have embeddings:
jst : X
st
ãÑ X ˆ V, C st ãÑ C ˆ V, jfs : X
fs
ãÑ X fr, C fs ãÑ C fr.
Denote by v the coordinate along the vector space V . The open stability condition for X st
and C st,C fs is defined by the following requirements:
CxX,Ad´1g1 Y1y v “ V, CxZ,Xy v “ V.
The open stability condition for X fs is
CxX,Ad´1g1 Y1yv1 “ V,
where v1, v2 denote coordinates along the factor V
2 in X fr. We also have the following
closed constraint for C st: gv “ v.
The stable piece X stcnv Ă Xcnv ˆ V is an open subset which is an intersection
X
st
cnv :“ pπ12 ˆ 1q
´1pX stq X pπ23 ˆ 1q
´1pX stq.
We define the convolution product on
MFst :“ MFGˆB2pX
st,W q
by the same formula as before:
F ‹ G :“ pπ13 ˆ 1q˚pCEnp2qpπ
˚
12 ˆ 1pFq b π
˚
23 ˆ 1pGqq
T p2qq.
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Similarly, the convolution algebra structure is defined on categories
MFstDr :“ MFGpC
st,WDrq, MF
fs
Dr :“ MFGpC
fs,W frq, MFfs :“ MFGˆB2pX
fs,W frq
by restricting the corresponding maps to the stable pieces of the convolution spaces. More-
over, the same argument as in Theorem 1.2.3 of [3] implies the following:
Proposition 3.1.2. The pull-back maps j˚fs, j
˚
st ˝ π
˚
V , where πV is the projection along V ,
are convolution algebra homomorphisms.
We define the stable version of the space ZCH as an open locus inside ZCH ˆ V defined
as an intersection:
Z
st
CH :“ π
´1
Dr pC
stq X f´1∆ pX
stq,
where the corresponding maps f∆, πDr are defined by restricting the framed maps to the
locus where the covectors vanish. Thus we can define the functors CHst and HCst by the
formulas (2.5) and (2.6).
Similarly we define the framed stable version of the space ZCH as an intersection:
Z
fs
CH :“ π
´1
Dr pC
fsq X f´1∆ pX
fsq
and we define functors CHfs and HCfs by restricting pull-backs and push-forwards in (2.5)
and (2.6) to the corresponding open sets.
The functors constructed in this subsection are naturally compatible with each other.
Consider two natural inclusions with the same name icv:
icv : X
st Ñ X fs, icv : C
st Ñ C fs,
pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, vq ÞÑ pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, g1v, g2v, 0q, pZ, g,X, vq ÞÑ pZ, g,X, v, 0q.
They describe the stable varieties as subspaces of the framed stable varieties determined
by vanishing of covectors.
Proposition 3.1.3. The functors in the commuting squares:
MF MFfr
MFst MFfs
ifr
j˚
st
˝π˚
V
j˚
fs
˝π˚
V
i˚cv
,
MFDr MF
fr
Dr
MFstDr MF
fs
Dr
ifr
Dr
j˚
st
˝π˚
V j
˚
fs
˝π˚
V
i˚cv
are monoidal and the functors i˚cv is an isomorphism. Moreover, the functors CH
‚, HC‚
intertwine the squares and the functors HC‚ are monoidal. The functors CH‚, HC‚ are
adjoint:
ExtpF ,HC‚pDqq “ ExtpCH‚pFq,Dq.
Proof. The commutativity of the squares follows from the direct computation. The pull-
back i˚cv is the Knorrer periodicity functor, hence it is an isomorphism. Adjointness of the
functors is shown the same way as in 2.4.1. 
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3.2. Linear Koszul duality. In this section we remind the setting of the linear Koszul
duality and establish isomorphisms between the linearized categories MF‚Dr,lin and the cor-
responding derived category Coh‚. In the case of ‚ “ fs we show that the linearized
category is actually equivalent to the original category, thus we complete the construction
of the functor CHfsloc introduced at the beginning of the section.
A coordinate substitution Y “ Ug´1 on our main variety C makes the potential tri-
linear:
WDrpX,U, gq “ TrpXrU, gsq “WDrpX,Ug
´1, gq.
The framed potential also linearizes:
W frDrpX,U, g, v, wq “ WDrpX,U, gq ` Trpwpv ´ gvqq.
Thus we introduce linearized categories:
MF‚Dr :“ MFGpC
‚,W ‚linq,
where C ‚ is obtained from C ‚ by taking the closure of G inside g and W fs “ W fr.
Since jG : C
‚ ãÑ C ‚ is an open embedding, the pull-back functor j˚G is a localization
functor and we denote
loc‚ : MF‚Dr Ñ MF
‚
Dr
for this functor.
Proposition 3.2.1. The functors loc‚, ‚ “ st, fs are isomorphisms.
Proof. We consider the case of ‚ “ fs, the proof in the other case is almost identical. The
functor is a localization by the function det “ detpgq. Then according to the lemma 12.3
from [1], it is sufficient to show that the zero locus of det does not intersect the critical
locus of the potential.
The critical locus is given by the system of equations:
rX,Us ´ wv “ 0, rg,Xs “ rg, Us “ 0, vg “ v, gv “ v.
The first equation is the moment map equation from chapter 2 of [6] and it is shown there
that if CxX, Y yv “ V then the moment map equation implies w “ 0 and we get a cyclic
triple X, Y, v that represents a point in the Hilbert scheme Hilb. It is also shown in [6]
that the set of elements g commuting with X,U from a cyclic triple consists of the scales
of the identity matrix. Hence the last equation implies that g “ 1. 
3.3. Koszul duality. Recall a general setup of the Koszul duality. We are interested in
the version which provides a matrix factorization model for the differential graded category
of the derived complete intersection. The Koszul duality in this context was discussed in
[7] where the results of [8] and [9] are combined. In this note we present slightly more
streamlined construction of the duality functor.
Derived algebraic geometry is explained in many places, here we explain it here in the
most elementary setting sufficient for our needs.
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Initial data for an affine derived complete intersection is a collection of elements f1, . . . , fm P
CrXs. It determines the differential graded algebra
R “ pCrXs b Λ˚V,Dq, D “
mÿ
i“1
fi
B
Bθi
,
where θi from a basis of U “ C
m.
More generally, given a dg algebra R such that H0pRq “ OZ we say that SpecpRq is
a dg scheme with underlying scheme Z. Respectively, we define dg category of coherent
sheaves on SpecpRq as
CohpSpecpRqq “
tbounded complexes of finitely generated R dg modulesu
tquasi-isomorphismsu
.
Consider a potential on X ˆ U :
W “
mÿ
i“1
fipxqzi,
where zi is a basis of U
˚ dual to the basis θi. The ring R b CrUs is a free finite rank
CrX ˆ Us-module. Thus R-module with the differential:
B “ pRb CrUs, DBq, DB “
mÿ
i“1
ziθi.
If pM,DMq is dg module over R, then the tensor product
KSZUpMq :“M bCrXsbΛ˚pUq B
is an object of MFpX ˆU,W q with the differential D “ DM b 1` 1bDB. The map KSZU
extends to a functor between triangulated categories:
KSZU : CohpSpecpRqq Ñ MFpX ˆ U,W q.
The functor in the other direction is based on the dual matrix factorization:
MFpX ˆ U,´W q Q B˚ “ pRb CrUs, D˚Bq, D
˚
B “ ´
mÿ
i“1
ziθi ` fi
B
Bθi
,
KSZ˚U : MFpX ˆ U,W q Ñ CohpSpecpRqq, KSZ
˚
UpFq :“ HomRpF bCrXˆU s B
˚,Rq.
Theorem 3.3.1. The functors KSZU and KSZ
˚
U are mutually inverse.
Sketch of the proof. To simplify notations we assume that X “ SpecpCrxsq and m “ 1.
First we prove that KSZ˚U ˝ KSZU “ 1. A dg R-module M has a free resolution M
‚ since
X is an affine space. Thus the composition KSZ˚U ˝KSZUpMq is equal to
(3.1) HomRpB
˚ bCrx,zs B,Rq bRM
‚ “ pHomRpCrx, z, θ1, θ2s,Rq, D
_
BBq bR M
‚,
where the differential D_BB is dual to the differential
DBB “ zθ´ ` fpxq
B
Bθ`
, θ˘ “ θ1 ˘ θ2
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acting on B bCrx,zs B “ Crx, z, θ1, θ2s. There is a homotopy equivalence of the complexes
of Crθ´s-modules
pCrz, θ´s, zθ´q „ rCrθ´s
θ´
ÝÑ Crθ´s
θ´
ÝÑ Crθs
θ´
ÝÑ . . . s.
The duality functor HomCrθ´sp‚,Crθ´sq inverts the arrow, and we obtain a resolution of
the simple Crθ´s-module:
rCrθ´s
θ´
ÐÝ Crθ´s
θ´
ÐÝ Crθ´s
θ´
ÐÝ . . . s „ C.
Hence the complex (3.1) is quasi-isomorphic to M‚ and the statement follows.
The analysis of the composition in other direction KSZU ˝KSZ
˚
U is even easier, because
it is reduced to the study of the dg module
pB bCrx,θs B
˚, D1BBq, D
1
BB “ θpz1 ` z2q,
which is quasi-isomorphic to the dg module Crx, z1, z2s{pz1`z2q with the trivial differential.
Hence the statement follows. 
If we have reductive groupG acting onX and acting linearly on U and onW P CrXˆUsG
then the above functors extend to the isomorphism between the equivariant version of the
categories:
CohGpSpecpRqq » MFGpX ˆ U,W q.
3.4. Localization functors. In our setting U “ g, while X “ C V ‚ is a version of the
commuting variety:
(3.2) C V Ă g2, C V st Ă g2 ˆ V, C V fr,C V fs Ă g2 ˆ V ˆ V ˚.
The closed conditions describing the spaces C V ,C V st are
rX, Y s “ 0, X, Y P g,
for the spaces C V fr,C V fs are
rX, Y s ´ vw “ 0, X, Y P g, v P V, w P V ˚,
the open condition for the stable spaces is: CrX, Y sv “ V. Thus we define the dg algebra
R‚ as the algebra CrCV ‚s b Λ˚U with the differntial
(3.3) D‚ “
ÿ
ij
f ‚ij
B
Bθij
,
where θij is a basis of matrix units in g and f
‚
ij is the ij-entry of the corresponding version
of the defining equation (3.2). To simplify our notations we denote
Coh‚ :“ CohGpSpecR
‚q.
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Since the potential W ‚ is linear as a function of g P g and the scaling torus Tsc does not
act on g, we obtain a pair of mutually inverse functors:
MF‚Dr Coh
‚
KSZ˚g
KSZg
The tensor product of dg modules gives categories Coh‚ monoidal structure, and the
functor KSZg is compatible with it.
Proposition 3.4.1. The functor KSZg is monoidal.
Since loc‚, ‚ “ fs, st is invertible, we can use the Koszul duality functor in order to
construct the functor
CH‚loc :“ CH
‚ ˝ ploc‚q´1 ˝KSZ˚g : MF
‚ Ñ DperpHilbnpC
2qq.
The localization functor does not seem to be invertible in cases of ‚ “ H, fr, however a
construction of the functor in the opposite direction does not require invertibility of the
localization:
HC‚loc :“ HC
‚ ˝ loc‚ ˝KSZg : Coh
‚ Ñ MF‚.
As shown in [3], if ‚ “ H, fr, then there is a homomorphism Φaff : Braff Ñ MF‚ and
similarly if ‚ “ st, fs then there is a homomorphism Φ: Br Ñ MF‚. In all cases the gener-
ators of the braid group are mapped to Koszul matrix factorizations, hence the previous
argument implies the following:
Proposition 3.4.2. The functor HC‚loc is monoidal. Moreover, its image is central: for
any D P Coh‚ and β P Br‚
HC‚locpDq ‹ Φ
‚pβq „ Φ‚pβq ‹ HC‚locpDq.
4. Knot invariants
In this section we discuss the relation between the Chern character and the functor of
the braid closure that was used in our previous papers [1]. There we constructed a link
invariant HHH‚pβq of the closure of a braid β P Brn. Our construction of the invariant is
based on the homomorphism:
Brn Ñ MF
‚, β ÞÑ C‚β ,
‚ “ st, fs, and the braid closure procedure
L : MFst Ñ MFBpĄHilbfree, 0q, C ÞÑ j˚e,GpCqG,
where MFBpĄHilbfree, 0q is the category of coherent sheaves on the quotient ČFHilbfree{B,
where ČFHilbfree “ tpX, Y, vq P bˆ nˆ V | CxX, Y y v “ V u.
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The space ČFHilbfreeˆG embeds inside X by a GˆB2-equivariant map je,G used in the
construction of L:
je,G : ČFHilbfree ˆGÑ X , pX, Y, gq ÞÑ pX, g, Y, g, Y q.
It is shown in [1] that the triply-graded space
HHH‚pβq :“ CEnpLpC
st
β q b Λ
‚V qT ,
is an isotopy invariant of the closure Lpβq of the braid β (after an explicit grading shift
that is expressed in terms of wreath of the braid).
The quotient of the spaceČFHilbfree by B is the free flag Hilbert space FHilbfree. This space
is smooth, an explicit smooth atlas is presented in [1]. The condition of commutativity
rX, Y s “ 0 defines an embedding of the flag Hilbert scheme FHilbpCq inside FHilbfree (here
we follow conventions of [10]).
The vector space V descends to the vector bundle B_ and the dual vector space descends
to the dual vector bundle B. We use the same notations for the corresponding vector
bundles over the spaces FHilbpCq and Hilb. The following is a simple consequence of the
definition of the Chern functor:
Proposition 4.0.1. For any m the functor CHfsloc intertwines the tensor powers of V
˚ and
B:
CHfslocpC b pV
˚qbmq “ CHfslocpCq b B
bm,
and this functor intertwines the action of the symmetric group Sm. The analogous state-
ment holds for the dual bundles: V and B_.
Thus we can interpret the homology HHHpβq geometrically in terms of sheaves on the
flag Hilbert schemes, see [1] for a detailed discussion. One unpleasant aspect of the flag
Hilbert scheme is that the flag Hilbert scheme FHilb is very singular and it is hard to use
the standard tools like localization for computations on it. Below we show how one can fix
this issue with the Chern functor.
Theorem 4.0.2. For any β P Brn there is an isomorphism
HHH‚pβq – ExtpO,CHfslocpCβq b Λ
‚Bq.
Proof. First, observe an isomorphism of complexes of CrgsG-modules:
ExtpCst‖ , C
st
β b Λ
‚V ˚q » HHH‚pβq.
Indeed, the matrix factorization Cst‖ is the Koszul matrix factorization for the defining ideal
of the B-orbit of the image je,GpĄHilbfreeq, and since the action of B on the orbit is free, the
statement follows (a more detailed the argument can be found in the section 13 of [1]).
Next observe that the units in MFst and MFfs are related by the push-forward: Cfs‖ “
icv,˚pC
st
‖ q. Hence we can use adjoint property of the push-forward to show that:
ExtpCfs‖ , C
fs
β b Λ
‚Bq “ Extpicv,˚pC
fr
‖ q, C
fs
β b Λ
‚Bq “ ExtpCfr‖ , C
fr
β b Λ
‚Bq.
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Finally, we use the adjointness of the functors CH and HC:
ExtpCfs‖ , C
fs
β b Λ
‚Bq “ ExtpHCfslocpOq, C
fs
β b Λ
‚V ˚q “ ExtpO,CHfslocpC
fs
β q b Λ
‚Bq.

5. Computations
In this section we apply our methods to the homology of the closure of a sufficiently
positive JM braid.
5.1. Localization formula for partial twists. In this subsection we derive explicit for-
mulas for the closure of the JM braids mentioned in Theorem 1.0.3.
The main tool in our computation is the localization formula, which computes the equi-
variant Euler characteristic of the complex of coherent equivariant sheaves. Of course,
generally, the Euler characteristic does not determine the homology, however
On the other hand, our link homology is the total sum of all degree, not an alternating
sum of the characters of the homology groups. Thus if we want to use the localization for-
mula we need to show that the complex under our considerations has non-trivial homology
of fixed parity. Such parity statement could be secured by considering sufficiently positive
powers of the JM elements.
Recall that the variety X fs has a collection of the line bundles Li, i “ 1, . . . , n´1 which
are the structure sheaves of X fs with twisted B2-equivariant structure. More precisely, if
χi is the character of B that evaluates the i-th diagonal element, then Li “ OX fsxχi, 0y
where the characters in the brackets are the twisting characters of B2. Denote
L~a “ bn´1i“1 L
ai
i .
We showed in [3] that Cfr
δ~a
“ Cfr‖ b L
~a, hence our main theorem implies that the homology
of the closure of δ~a is computed in terms of sections of CHfslocpC‖bL
~aq. From this place till
the end of the section we assume that the parity conjecture 1.0.2 from the introduction is
true.
Now return to our old method for computing knot homology and recall that the result
of the geometric closure operation is the two periodic complex
SL~a :“ j
˚
e,GpC
fr
‖ b L
~aqG “ KprX, Y s´´ b L
~aq P DperpFHilbfreeq,
so the link homology is the hypercohomology HHHipL~aq “ HHHpKprX, Y s´´bL
~abΛiBqq.
We would like to point out a subtle point of the knot homology construction from [1]: the
differential in the complex KprX, Y s´´q has degree t with respect to the torus Tsc. But we
just proved that the hyper-homology of the KprX, Y s´´qbL
~a vanishes in the odd degrees,
hence we can adjust the Tsc-weights of the modules in the complex to obtain Tsc-equivariant
complex KprX, Y s´´q
even without changing of the total homology space. Finally, since the
push-forward of Op´1q :“
ś
Li is the ample line bundle detpBq on Hilb, we conclude that
for sufficently large m
HHHipδ~aq “ χq,tpKprX, Y s´´q
even b L~a bOpmqq,
and the last Euler characterics could be computed with the localization technique.
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5.2. Combinatorics of the torus fixed points. In this section we discuss the localiza-
tion on the free flag Hilbert scheme FHilbfree. As was established in [1] this Hilbert scheme
is smooth and has a natural atlas of affine charts.
First, we describe the combinatorial data used for labeling the charts. Denote by NSn
the set of the nested pairs of sets with the following properties. An element S P NSn is a
pair of nested sets:
S1x Ą S
2
x Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą S
n´1
x Ą S
n
x “ H,
S1y Ą S
2
y Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą S
n´1
y Ą S
n
y “ H,
such that
Skx , S
k
y Ă tk ` 1, . . . , nu, |S
i
x| ` |S
i
y| “ n ´ i.
Define the sets of pivots of S as sets PxpSq, PypSq consisting of the pairs
PxpSq “ tpijq|j P S
i
xzS
i`1
x u, PypSq “ tpijq|j P S
i
yzS
i`1
y u.
To an element S P NSn we assign the following affine space AS Ă nˆ n:
pX, Y q P AS, if xij “ 1, ij P PxpSq yij “ 1, ij P PypSq and
xi´1,j “ 0, if j P S
i
x, yi´1,j “ 0, if j P S
i
y.
For a given S denote by NxpSq and NypSq the indices pijq such that such that the corre-
sponding entries xij (respectively yij) are not constant on AS. From the construction we
see that |NpSq| “ npn´ 1q{2.
Denote by h the subspace of the diagonal matrices inside b. The sum h`AS is an affine
subspace inside b ˆ n and we show in [1]:
Proposition 5.2.1. The space ĄHilbfree1,n Ă b ˆ n is covered by the B-orbits of the affine
spaces Bph` ASq, S P NSn. Morevorer, the points in h` AS have trivial stabilizers.
5.3. Integration over Hilbfree. In this section we discuss a formula for the push-forward
functor for the projection map from FHilbfreen to FHilb
free
n´1. We use the methods similar to
those of [11].
The key geometric observation of [11] is that the flag Hilbert scheme is an iterated tower
of projective spaces appearing as a projectivization of some explicit two step complexes
of vector bundles rV
φ
ÝÑ W s. In the setting of [11] the rank of the map φ varies and the
author is forced to work with a DG scheme structure. Our setting is more elementary
since FHilbfreen is a smooth P
n´1 fibration over FHilbfreen . We present this fibration as a
projectivization of the a two step complex as in [11] in order to use the technology of this
paper.
Denote by π the projection fromČFHilbfreen to ČFHilbfreen´1ˆC and the induced maps on the
B-quotients. To state our push-forward formula we also need a slight modification of the
function ζ from the introduction: define
ζ˜pxq “ p1´ xq{pp1 ´Qxqp1´ Txq
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Proposition 5.3.1. For any rational function rpLnq with coefficients being rational func-
tions of Li, i ă n, the K-theory push-forward is given by
π˚prpLnqq “
ż
rpzq
p1´ z´1q
ź
i“1
ζ˜pLi{zq
dz
z
,
where the contour of integration separates the set PolesprpzqqYt0,8u from the poles of the
rest of the integrant.
Proof. There are threeBn-equivariant vector bundles nn, bn and V n over the space
ČFHilbfreen .
The derivative of the Un-action can be encoded by the two-step complex
Wn “ rnn
a
ÝÑ Qbn ‘Tn‘ V ns, apηqpX,Y,vq “ pra,Xs, ra, Y s, a ¨ vqpX,Y,vq.
where Q and T denote the shift of the weight of Tq,t-action.
The complexes Wn are filtered W1 Ă W2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Wn, and the filtration is respected
by the filtration of the groups U1 Ă U2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Un. Thus the quotient Wn{Wn´1 is a
two-step Bn´1-equivariant complex over the Bn´1-quotient FHilb
free
n´1 ˆ C. Moreover, from
our explicit description of the charts on FHilbfreen we see that it is fibered over FHilb
free
n´1ˆC
with the fibers ProjpWn{Wn´1q.
The line bundle Ln is the tautological line bundle over the last projective fibration, hence
the push-forward of c1pLnq
m along π is the Serge class of Wn{Wn. This observation was
incapsulated into [11, Lemma 3.13], the main formula of the last lemma is exactly our
integral formula from the statement. 
5.4. Proof of theorem 1.0.3. In this section we abbreviate the even Koszul complex
for the relations rX, Y s´´ by K
even. The complex Keven is Tq,t-equivariant and the pq, tq-
character of Keven bΛ‚B is equal to the iterated K-theoretic push-forward of the complex
along the map that projects FHilbfreen to C
n. This projection is the iterated application of
the projection π from the previous section.
On the other hand, theK-theoretic image of the complex Keven is the product
ś
1ďiăjďnp1´
QTLi{Ljq. Thus the result of the previous section implies that χaqtpHHHpδ
~aqq is equal to
the iterated residue integral:ż
. . .
ż ź
i
zbii p1` az
´1
i q
1´ z´1
ź
1ďiăjďn
ζp
zi
zj
q
dz1
z1
. . .
dzn
zn
.
This integral was studied in the work of Negut. In particular, the delicate analysis
of the residues of the integral in [11, section 5] implies that the non-trivial resudues are
naturally labeled by SYT and the sum of the sum of the residues is exactly the formula in
the statement of the theorem.
6. Discussion and further directions
In this section we state various conjectures concerning Drinfeld centers of the categories
MF‚ and we also discuss a version of the Chern character that might be helpful in clarifying
connections with the work of Bezrukavnikov.
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6.1. Weak flag Hilbert scheme. The key observation of this section is that we can
introduce an intermediate space between the flag Hilbert scheme and the usual Hilbert
scheme and work with the coherent sheaves on this space instead of the usual Hilbert
scheme. We call the space weak flag Hilbert scheme Hilbxn. Let us first define it as a scheme
and later we define it as dg-scheme, since the derived version of the space is the most
relevant for us.
Recall that HilbnpC
2q carries the tautological bundle B with the fiber Crx, ys{I over the
ideal I. The total space of the vector bundle TotpBq is locally a direct product Cn ˆ U
where U Ă HilbnpC
2q is an affine set inside HilbnpC
2q. Thus we define FlpBq as the space
of full flags in the vector bundle B, this space locally is a direct product U ˆ FlpCnq. The
coordinate ring Crx, ys acts on B and we define
Hilbx :“ tpF‚, Iq|xF‚ Ă F‚u.
This space is highly singular, it has many irreducible components and we actually work
with its derived version. The space Hilbxn is the GLn-quotient of the space:ĄHilbx :“ tpF‚, X, Y, vq P g˜ ˆ gˆ V | rX, Y s “ 0,CrX, Y s v “ V u.
The total space g˜ˆ g is smooth and the singularities of ĄHilbx are caused by the commu-
tativity relation, so we define a dg scheme ĄHilbxn to be a dg subscheme with the structure
sheaf pOg˜ˆg b Λpgq, Dq with the differential
D “
ÿ
ij
rX, Y sij
B
Bθij
,
where θij are the coordinates on g.
The dg scheme Hilbx is defined as a G-quotient of ĄHilbx. We denote by CohpHilbxnq the
dg category of coherent sheaves over the dg scheme Hilbxn. The space Hilb
x is very singular
but probably more approachable than famous flag Hilbert scheme (see for example [10] for
a discussion of singularities of the flag Hilbert scheme): the fibers of the projection πHilb
are Springer fibers, on the other hand, the fibers of the analogous projection of the flag
Hilbert scheme are intersection of Springer fibers.
The advantage of the Hilbx over the usual Hilbert scheme is that the later has a large
Picard group. We denote the line bundle over the flag variety Fl with the fiber Vi`1{Vi by
Li and we use the same notation for the corresponding line bundle over Hilb
x. These line
bundles have topological counter-parts in elementary JM braids δk
The category CohpHilbxq has a matrix factorization incarnation because of the linear
Koszul duality. Indeed, the space g˜ ˆ g maps to the space g ˆ g via the moment map µ
and it is a resolution of singularities. Thus we define the potential on the space C˜ fr “
g˜ˆ g ˆGˆ V ˆ V :
W˜ fr “ µ˚pW frq,
where µ : C˜ fr Ñ C fr is a natural extension of the previously discussed map µ. Next we
define the stable locus C˜ fr :“ µ´1pC fsq. Then the argument similar to the propposition 3.2.1
implies:
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Proposition 6.1.1. The linear Koszul duality functor provides an equivalence:
KSZg ˝ loc : MFGpC˜
fc, W˜ frq Ñ CohpHilbxq.
Proof. As in the previous case, we introduce the localized version of our main space C˜
fc
:“
µ´1pC fcq and the corresponding potential W˜
fr
that is multi-linear. To complete our proof
we need to show that the localization morphism loc from MFGpC˜
fc, W˜ frq to MFGpC˜
fc, W˜
fr
q.
The argument here is analogous to the argument of 3.2, since the critical locus inside C˜ fc
is the presage of the critical locus inside C fc under the map µ. Thus the group element
coordinate is equal to 1, hence the restriction to an open neighborhood of the unit is an
isomorphism of the corresponding categories of matrix factorizations.

The category of matrix factorizations from the previous proposition is related to the
B-equivariant category MFGˆBpZ˜ 0, W˜
fc
Drq, where
Z˜ 0 “ gˆGˆ bˆGˆ V ˆ V ˚, W˜ fcDrpX, g, Y, h, v, uq “W
fc
DrpX, g,AdhpY q, v, uq
by the averaging functor av. Geometrically the averaging corresponds to the quotient map
av: Z 0 Ñ Z 0{B “ C˜ . We describe this functor in a local charts U Ă C˜ and Uˆ :“ av´1pUq.
Given a matrix factorization F P MFBpZ˜ 0, W˜
fc
Drq, denote by FU˜ its restriction to the open
set. Similarly define
avpFUˆq :“ CEnpFUˆq
T
as the corresponding matrix factorization in the local chart U .
Combining the previous proposition with a simple modification of the previous argument
in the construction of the functor CH we obtain the following proposition:
Proposition 6.1.2. There is a functor
ch : MFfs Ñ CohpHilbxnq
such that
CH “ π˚ ˝ ch.
Moreover, for a braid β P Brn and for any ~a P Z
n´1 we have:
chpCβ¨δ~aq “ chpCβq b L
~a,
where δ~a “ δa11 ¨ ¨ ¨ δ
an´1
n´1 and L
~a “ Lk11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b L
kn
n .
Proof. The embedding of Z˜ 0 inside the space Z 0 defined by:
i˜pX, g, Y, h, v, uq “ pAdhY, g,X, h, Y, v, uq
and there is a homotopy equivalence of matrix factorizations on Z˜ 0:
KCH b f
˚
∆pCq „ i˜
˚ ˝ f˚∆pCq.
Thus we define the functor in the statement as:
chpCq :“ KSZg ˝ loc ˝ av ˝ i˜
˚ ˝ f˚∆pCq.
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Then the first statement follows from our construction of the averaging functor av and the
last statement is immediate from the main result of [3]. 
6.2. Drinfeld centers. The propositions 2.5.2 motivate us to propose the following con-
jecture:
Conjecture 6.2.1. The functor HC‚ could be enhanced to the functor to the Drinfeld
center of the corresponding category:
MF‚Dr Ñ ZpMF
‚q
We do not expect the enhanced functor to be an isomorphism, but we expect that
the Chern character is injective when restricted to central elements of MF‚. The sheaves
CHfslocpDq are supported on the Lagrangian subvariety inside Hilb. Thus we propose
Conjecture 6.2.2. There is an isomorphism between the categories MF0Dr and ZpMFq.
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